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A Fall Journey

Walking along the desolate forest path, one sees leaves of varying colors falling from the branches of the titanic trees. Looking down, a resplendent array of leaf colors lies along one’s path indicating the changing of the seasons. Appreciating this colorful collage, one cannot help but think of the natural aging process; memories of hair loss, saggy skin, and fading vitality are rekindled. Despite these thoughts, one continues to move forward along this long and arduous path that is life, while savoring their remaining days on this planet.
A Blooming Rebirth

Spring is the season of new beginnings and life. During this time, flowers begin to blossom illustrating the genesis of nature, where the Earth’s natural oases are reborn more beautiful and vibrant than before. Just like in nature, humans undergo new beginnings with each passing year as they learn from their past and work to leave a lasting positive impact on the present.

A Cold Winter in New York City

As winter dawns, life begins to slow. Snow covers the trees and the air is filled with a chilly mist. Trees stand barren without their leaves yet obstinate and hopeful for a new beginning in the Spring when the circle of life resumes. This changing of the seasons is a lesson that nothing lasts forever—both good and bad. Life is filled with peaks and plateaus and nature’s creations must weather through the most arduous of times because overcoming obstacles only makes one stronger.